Elan BT3, Slate Blue, EU/UK
151062

Elan BT3 is a portable DAB/DAB+ digital and FM radio
with Bluetooth music streaming, allowing you to listen to
your favourite radio stations and playlists all in one place.

Color

Style

EU/UK VERSION

PRODUCT DETAILS
Elan BT3 is the contemporary portable home radio from Pure, with DAB/DAB+ and FM. The vivid colour display and
simple controls makes accessing stations and using Elan BT3 a smooth and effortless experience. Bluetooth
connectivity allows you to stream your favourite music from smartphone and tablet devices in crystal clear quality. Elan
BT3 is adaptable to a variety of spaces, with the option of being powered by mains or battery, you can listen at home
or on the go. Available in a range of minimalistic colours, Elan BT3 will blend seamlessly into your living environment.
More stations, digital quality
DAB digital radio brings you exceedingly-detailed, digital-quality sound from a varied range of stations, of which is only
available on digital radio. With a digital radio, it is quick and easy to find your favourite station as all the available
stations are automatically obtained, ready for you to browse through. FM radio is also available for any station that has
not yet gone digital.
Elan BT3 is future ready and Digital Tick approved, meaning that you’re ready for any future FM to digital radio
switchover.
Bluetooth connectivity
Simply connect your smartphone, laptop or tablet devices to Elan BT3 to use as your personal wireless speaker. Listen
to your favourite playlists on your smartphone music apps through Elan BT3 in high detailed sound.
Colour screen
Elan BT3 enables you to view your favourite station’s information and album artwork on the large 2.8” full colour TFT
display. The vibrant screen makes retrieving your favourite digital radio station a breeze.
Slideshow artwork
To accompany your favourite music, digital radios are now broadcasting information and graphics, such as programme
information, album artwork, images and weather. Elan BT3 enables you to view this content on its large full colour
screen.
Simple to use
Elan BT3’s convenient button layout, accompanied with the large colourful display makes Elan BT3 a joy to navigate.
Selecting stations, browsing menus and adjusting settings becomes second nature.
Great sound
What Elan BT3 may lack in size, it gains in surprising audio performance.
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To produce a louder and clearer sound, Elan BT3 is fitted with a tailor-made 3” full range speaker and powered by a
digital amplifier. Elan BT3 incorporates six equalisation settings, allowing you to quickly adapt to different types and
genres of music, ensuring amazing sound, no matter your taste in music. For personal listening requirements, Elan
BT3’s bass, treble and loudness can be tweaked to any setting.
Versatile and portable
Elan BT3’s small and compact form enables it to be placed anywhere without intruding into your living environment.
Elan BT3 can be used in your home or out and about, with the option to be powered by the mains or by 4 x AA
batteries. Combined with Bluetooth connectivity, Elan BT3 becomes a personal music hub for any occasion.
Packed full of features
Not only does Elan BT3 produce great sounding radio, it is also fitted with two alarms and a kitchen timer to support
your personal needs throughout the day.

Specs
Product Attributes
EAN:

0759454510626

Manufacturer number:

151062

Product weight:

0.732 kilograms

Pieces per master carton:

216 Piece

<b>Dimensions & Weight</b>
Product Weight:

0.732

Packsize Height:

16.8

Packsize Width:

31

Packsize Length:

9.5
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